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Supporting Equity
Melissa Purtee

E

quity is a huge issue in education,
and if your school isn’t talking
about it yet, chances are they will
be soon. Different from equality,
which involves giving everyone the
same thing, equity involves giving
individual students what they need to
be successful. This involves working
to make sure that things like family
income, race, or gender aren’t obstacles
to receiving a quality education, as
well as giving all kids access to challenging, meaningful content. Our
art programs have huge potential to
help make all students feel welcome,
valued, and challenged in school, especially when we reflect on our practice
through an equity lens. Here are three
ideas that can add to what you already
do to support equity in your classroom:
1. Share a Range of Artists
Do all your students have regular
access to examples of professional artists who look like them? Are they challenged to examine issues from multiple
points of view? For many years, my
answer to these questions would have
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been “no.” That changed when, years
ago, a student asked me why we only
learned about artists of color during
Black History Month. I realized that
I needed to do better in including
diverse artists in each lesson I taught.
Since there are so many amazing artists I want to share and such limited
instructional time, I developed my
“Rule of Three,” and started including three artists in all of my lessons,
with no more than one of them being a
white male. This practice gave my students examples of a range of artists and
exposed them to multiple perspectives,
making classroom content better for
everyone in the process.

North Carolina Museum of Art. VTS
creates engaging dialogue by looking
at work through open-ended questions
that support inquiry and personal connections. VTS supports equity, as well

2. Look at Art with Open-Ended
Questions
Like many of you, when I learned about
art in my university classes, it was presented more as information to memorize than something to make personal
connections to. This experience influenced my teaching for years until I
learned about Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) through a fellowship at the

3. Allow Personal Points of View
To really connect to learning, students
need ample opportunities to share and
process information through a personal
lens. This includes life experiences,
beliefs, values, and opinions—basically
what makes each of us unique. When
we ask students to use their own ideas

Our art programs have huge
potential to help make all
students feel welcome, valued,
and challenged in school.
as engagement and understanding of
content, because it welcomes students’
diverse experiences, perceptions, and
connections in classroom discussions.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 59.
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6 Photojournalism
“We know that photographs
inform people. We also know that
photographs move people. The
photograph that does both is the
one we want to see and make.”
Sam Abell, photojournalist
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3. Allow Personal Points of View
To really connect to learning, students
need ample opportunities to share and
process information through a personal
lens. This includes life experiences,
beliefs, values, and opinions—basically
what makes each of us unique. When
we ask students to use their own ideas
CONTINUED ON PAGE 59.

Make the common visual medium of photography unforgettable with our brand new high school
textbook, Focus on Photography, 2nd edition. While covering many of the same genres presented
in the first edition, we have added new chapters and many new images to bring your students a
practical and inspiring introduction to the world of both fine art and commercial photography.

Highlights include:
• Many new brilliant fine art and commercial
images elucidate the history of photography,
from its birth to the latest in digital.

• Low-tech to high-tech processes that can be
adapted to your teaching environment and
student interests.

• Technical images and video clarify processes
and guide students toward mastery.

• Critical technical and aesthetic inquiry
opportunities.

• Exemplary studios from making pinhole prints
to manipulating digital images provide
step-by-step instruction.

• A wealth of art history and alternative approaches
expand student knowledge of our visual world.

Go to DavisArt.com/Sample to sample the eBook.
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as the starting point for art-making,
we center individual expression in our
teaching and individualized learning
outcomes. The more choice we provide in our classrooms, the more students are able to connect to the work
they are doing in a personally meaningful way. When I started increasing
the amount of student choice in my
classroom, I noticed increased engagement and retention of information. I
also learned so much more about who
my students are as individuals, which
helps form increasingly positive relationships with even the hardest to
reach students.
Room for Success
As art teachers, we can support
equity for all students by using these
three strategies to individualize content for our students. When we leave
lots of room in our lessons for who
students are, where they’ve been, and
what they think, we not only help
them learn our content deeply, we
make our schools places where everyone can be valued and successful.

Inspiring Creativity since 1901 Summer 2019 $4.95

Melissa Purtee is an art teacher at Apex
High School in Apex, North Carolina, and
co-author of The Open Art Room, available from Davis Publications.
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2. Look at Art with Open-Ended
Questions
Like many of you, when I learned about
art in my university classes, it was presented more as information to memorize than something to make personal
connections to. This experience influenced my teaching for years until I
learned about Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) through a fellowship at the

Our art programs have huge
potential to help make all
students feel welcome, valued,
and challenged in school.
as engagement and understanding of
content, because it welcomes students’
diverse experiences, perceptions, and
connections in classroom discussions.

1. Apply Cray-Pas thickly around a stencil.
2. Lay this sheet across a second sheet, and with a finger of cloth, smear
color from the edge of the first sheet onto the second. Repeat in many
places.
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North Carolina Museum of Art. VTS
creates engaging dialogue by looking
at work through open-ended questions
that support inquiry and personal connections. VTS supports equity, as well

Cray-Pas is an ideal material for art education. Its flexibility helps to
bring out imaginative drawing in children.

1. Share a Range of Artists
Do all your students have regular
access to examples of professional artists who look like them? Are they challenged to examine issues from multiple
points of view? For many years, my
answer to these questions would have

been “no.” That changed when, years
ago, a student asked me why we only
learned about artists of color during
Black History Month. I realized that
I needed to do better in including
diverse artists in each lesson I taught.
Since there are so many amazing artists I want to share and such limited
instructional time, I developed my
“Rule of Three,” and started including three artists in all of my lessons,
with no more than one of them being a
white male. This practice gave my students examples of a range of artists and
exposed them to multiple perspectives,
making classroom content better for
everyone in the process.
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quity is a huge issue in education,
and if your school isn’t talking
about it yet, chances are they will
be soon. Different from equality,
which involves giving everyone the
same thing, equity involves giving
individual students what they need to
be successful. This involves working
to make sure that things like family
income, race, or gender aren’t obstacles
to receiving a quality education, as
well as giving all kids access to challenging, meaningful content. Our
art programs have huge potential to
help make all students feel welcome,
valued, and challenged in school, especially when we reflect on our practice
through an equity lens. Here are three
ideas that can add to what you already
do to support equity in your classroom:
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1. Apply Cray-Pas bright Cray-Pas colors to paper.
2. Cover them in black Cray-Pas orproject
other dark
color.Dziengel
by Ana
3. Scratch designs in the overlay-color with a needle or palette knife.

NEW!
2nd
Edition

Chapter 6

For lesson plans and
tutorials, visit our
YouTube Channel
SakuraColorProducts

<caption TK>

3 Great Reasons to Choose CRAY-PAS® OIL PASTELS

1.

EASY

2.

SAFE

3.

QUALITY

Smoothly blend & mix colors
Captures true expression
Color packs for schools

AP Seal certified non-toxic
ASTM & ACMI standards

Vivid color
Premium ingredients
Consistent performance

www.sakuraofamerica.com
Facebook • Instagram • Pinterest: @SakuraofAmerica
YouTube: SakuraColorProducts

Get Published! Write for SchoolArts!
Wondering what to write about? SchoolArts publishes a variety of articles—studio
lessons for all levels, K–12; advocacy; classroom management; innovative responses
to everyday challenges art teachers face; differentiated instruction; and more. Just
think about your successes in the artroom and start writing!
For more information, visit SchoolArts.com/WritersGuidelines
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